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< p > familiar with Li Ning basketball friends will not feel strange for Li Ning Wade fission (- Wade fission) is the name, 10 July 2014,
with Dwyane Wade, officially announced the establishment of Li Ning Wei Dezhi, Li Ning Company for Wade's team members
xirelijiang, Wu Du nice Udonis Haslem and dorell Wright, will Bynum to create a combat weapon Li Ning Wade fission (- Wade
fission) subsequently exposure, and in recently, Li Ning, the company launched a Li Ning Wade fission low help Version (- Wade
fission low). Today Lining basketball report is also the protagonist of this pair of new Wade team combat weapon. < p > since it is to
create a team of Wade's boots, low in this pair of Li Ning Wade fission help Version (- Wade fission low natural little also not owner
wade the personal element, tongue and lateral forefoot were Wade personal logo, and toe & quot; this is my HOUSE" more is
domineering. Shoe body with all the most familiar black and red two-color design, these two kinds of color and Wade has the
indissoluble bond, and the color at home also has a ultra high popularity, it can be said that the shoes of a pair of black and red color
is each basketball enthusiasts in the shoe cabinet are essential. Li Ning Wade fission low help Version (- Wade fission LDL) and Li
Ning Wade fission (- Wade fission) is the biggest difference in addition to reduce the height of the upper outer, the optimization of the
design of the upper make better function of this pair of shoes. Designers in this pair of shoes with a very innovative RPU injection
process to create, this new manufacturing process and the traditional method of making more than a substantial increase in the
package, so that pairs of feet and shoes. In addition, due to the particularity of shoe materials make the shoes also have unmatched
by other shoes give instep care at all times. As is known to all, Li Ning Wade fission (- Wade fission) upper texture design quite
futuristic, very fashionable and low help version of the Li Ning Wade fission (- Wade fission) is used in the neat rows of rectangular
design, the design effect surprised all the people, give people a feeling of never met, and this design in permeability also played a no
small role, it can make our double sufficient time to dry and comfortable. < p > to say the concern degree is highest in the bottom part,
designers in this pair of shoes in the bottom part of the Phylon midsole, in addition, they also specifically built the TPU stability slice,
thus to ensure comfortable cushioning and can enhance boots of the stable performance and durability, let the fission Li Ning Weide
low help Version (- Wade fission Low-E) more competitive. It is worth mentioning that this pair of shoes of the science and
technology, the Li Ning Co's unique Li Ninghuan works slow >
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